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A REGULATOR FOR CURVES 

VIA THE HEISENBERG GROUP 

BY DINAKAR RAMAKRISHNAN 

0. In this note we present a variation on a construction of P. Deligne [4] 
of the regulator map for K2 of algebraic curves. This map, which may be viewed 
as an analog of the classical regulator map for the group of units in an algebraic 
number field, was first found for elliptic curves with complex multiplication by 
Spencer Bloch [2, 3] . Deligne's method involves associating, to every pair of in-
vertible holomorphic functions ƒ, g on a Riemann surface X, a holomorphic line 
bundle with connection on X, satisfying symbol properties. The new aspect of 
our construction is the use of a 'universal' line bundle with connection on C* x 
C* coming from a certain quotient M of the complex three-dimensional Heisenberg 
group H. We were led naturally to M while considering the transformation prop
erties of the composite of dilogarithm with the elliptic modular function X. Then 
Bloch suggested using it to define the regulator. The canonical way of defining 
the connection on M evolved in conversation with him. 

The main interest in this is the conjectural relationship to special values of 
zeta functions of curves over Q. Some progress along these lines has been made 
by Bloch [2] in the case of elliptic curves, and by A. Beilinson [1] in the case 
of modular curves. A detailed exposition of these matters, starting from the 
method of this note and with some additions and machine calculations, will at 
some future date be published jointly with Bloch. 

1. LetV=C2,U = (2iriZ)2 C V, B: a bilinear form on V such that 
B(U x U) C (2m)2Z, e\y] = exp[(27r0_1j] > and HB = V x C* with multiplica
tion (v\ z) *B (i/; z) = (v + i/; zze[B(v, v')] ). The left action of U on HB, given 

by (u, (v, z)) —> (u + v;ze[B(u, v)]), yields the identity e[B(u + u\ v)] = 
e[B(uf u 4- v)]e[B(u', v)] G C*. Thus u —* e[B(u, - )] is a 1-cocycle for U with 
coefficients in H°(V, Op) determining the class of the line bundle associated with 
the principal C*-bundle MB

 d=f U\HB ^ C * x C * ^ U\V, where 0((u1, u2); z) 
= (e~ 1

t eV2) for all (vtv2) in V and z in C*. Set BQ: the form with matrix 
(^J), and write H = HBo, M = MBQ9 etc. 
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THEOREM. There exists a natural, holomorphic, nonintegrable connection 
V on (M, 0) such that, for every Riemann surface X and invertible holomorphic 

def 

functions f, g on X, the pull-back ïif, g) = (f, g)*(M, 0; V), where (f, g) de
notes the map X —• C* x C*, x —• (fix), g(x))9 defines a holomorphic line bun
dle on X with integrable connection, satisfying 

(a) Hf, gg') = r(f,g). rif, g% 
(b) Hf,g) = r(g,frl, 

and 
(c) rif, 1 - ƒ ) = 1. 

PROOF. (I) Construction of V on M. The space of holomorphic sections 
of the trivial line bundle on V coming from the abelianization map 0: HB —• V, 
(v; z) —> v, is as usual identified with the right i/5-module LB = {o: HB —• C|a: 
holomorphic and o(v\z) = zo(v; 1)}. It is stable under Lie HB. Identifying 
lie V with Cb/bvt 0 Cb/bv2, we have the exact diagram 

r* H v 
2 - ( O ; * ) B u l ' ü 2 

exp exp 
I V> I b b 

C lie HR C — 0 C~ • 0 
B bvx bv2 

If (i>; £) G Lie HB, then exp(u; £) = (v; e[% + )6B(v, v)]). Clearly \p admits a 
natural section s given by d/3ux —* (^ ; 0) and b/bv2 —> (e2 ; 0), where ex = 
(1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1) in V. Thus Lie V acts on LB by (7; a) —• dp(s(T))a. 
(Here p denotes right translation.) This gives a connection VD on (HB, 0). A 
simple computation yields that, for o in LB, VB(o) = da + V#(l)a and VB(1) = 
(2m)-\B(-9 e1)dol + B(-, e2)dv2\ 

PROPERTIES, (i) ( # B , v B ) ® (HB'9VB*)*< (HB+B*;vB+B.)9 

(ii) 5 = C + 'C, CGM2(Z) => v f l(l) = ^ for some h G 2^, 
(iii) V(l)d=VB0(l) = (27rO-1y1^2. 
(iv) Every r in GZ,(2, Z) gives rise to an isomorphism [r] '- H t — HB 

by (u; z) —> (w; z). Denoting the Weyl element (%) by w, we have (H, V) ® 
[w] *(#, V) = (Hw9 Vw). (Here we use wB*0w = w - B0.) 

Next we identify the sections of (MB, 0) with LB = {a GLB\a: invariant 
under the left action of U}9 the space of "degenerate theta functions". This is 
stable under dp(Lie HB). And the differential of the map V -̂ > C* x C*, 
(vt, v2) —• (e~vi, eV2)9 identifies the respective tangent spaces at the origin. 
Thus the left invariant derivations on C* x C* act on LB via the composite 

lie(C* x C*) ^ - * Lie(F) -*-• Ue(HB) - ^ End LB. 

This gives the desired connection VB on (MB, 0). 
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LOCAL DESCRIPTION. Let {Of} be an open cover of C* with single-valued 
branches log;. of logarithms defined on the 0;.'s. Then, 

[ 5((log /y1,log^2),e1>/log /y 

;} L+^COog^j, log^ 2) , e2)dlogky. 

In particular, V(l0/xo fc) = (27rzT"1log/y1^logfc^2. 
The properties (i)—(iv) of \/B pass to the quotient and remain valid for VB. 

The nonintegrability of V comes from s not being a Lie algebra section. If we 
change the section s, then V gets modified by an integrable connection. 

(II) Bilinearity, skew-symmetry ofr. It is clear that r(f, ggp) = r(f, g) • 
r(ft g). And the commutativity of the diagram 

^ C* x C * 3 0 2 , ^ ) 

yields that r(g, ƒ) = (ƒ, g)*([w] *(M, V». 
Then, by using property (iv), we get r(f, g) • r(g, ƒ) = (ƒ, g)*(Mw, vw) . By 

property (ii), Vw is trivial since w equals i?0 + fB0. 
(III) Steinberg relation. It is enough to show that r(l - id, id) = 1 on P1 

- { 0 , 1 , - } . 
Define recursively the higher logarithms lnfc by lnfc(x) = ƒ J lnfc_ x(t)dtlt, 

with ln0(x) = x/(l - x). Then lnx(jc) = log(l/(l - x))9 and ln2 satisfies the 3rd 
order, homogeneous, algebraic differential equation 

(*) —n - ï— — =o 
dx dx dx 

It has regular singular points at {0, 1, °°}. The 'principal branch' of ln2 in the 
unit disk is given by %n>1 xn/n2. Let 

N = 

and 

1 

0 

x,y,zGC 

1 

0 

a, b G 2m Z, 

c e (2m)2Z 
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PROPOSITION, (i) The map P1 - {0, 1, °°} -^* N, given by 
f\ lnxx ln2xN 

x 

is well defined modulo F. 

(ii) The diagram 

P1 -{0 , l ,oo} 

l\ x z> 
r w 3 0 0 ^ 

\0 0 1/ 

I 
C* x C* 3 (e~x, ey) 

is commutative. 

We are done modulo this proposition. Let a denote the canonical analytic 
isomorphism 

rw^tfw, •«x,y)',e[z]). 

Then the proposition implies that (p(a(fi(x))) — (1 - x, x), for every x in P1 -
{0, 1, °°}. Let O be an open set in P1 - {0, 1, °°} where a single-valued branch 
of ]xi1 is defined. Then the connection equation on O is 

Va(x) = -TT-r log(l - x)d\.o% x • o + do. 

So 

o is horizontal <=> a = exr/—r ƒ ln^f)—). 

Clearly a o 0 yields such a (horizontal) section. 
Now we will prove the proposition. The solution space to (*) is spanned 

by {ln2, log, 1}. It is straightforward to check that the monodromy around 0 
(resp. 1) is given by 

'In, 

Jog + 2ml 
resp, 

f]n2 + 2m log^ 

log 
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Thus we get a unipotent 3-dimensional representation of ^ ( P 1 - {0,1, °°}), whose 
image is precisely I\ This gives a map of P1 - {0,1, °°} into r\C2 , by x —> ( ^ * x ) . 
(This is unsatisfactory because F does not act freely on C2.) 

Considering the differential equation of In!, we get the corresponding mono-
dromy around 0 (resp. 1) to be 

o-o «hem 
This makes it clear that the map x —> ($(x) is well defined modulo T. 
The commutativity of the diagram in part (ii) of the proposition is now im

mediate. Q.E.D. 
Using Matsumoto's presentation of K2 of a field in terms of symbols, we 

immediately obtain the following. 
COROLLARY. Let X be a smooth, projective algebraic curve over k C C. 

Then r induces a homomorphism 
K2(k(X)) - > lim H\XC - S> C*)-

scxc 
finite 

For the extension of this to the global regulator map from K2(X) into 
Hl(XC9 C*) and relations to the Kac-Moody Lie algebras, see Bloch's Dilogarithm 
and extensions of Lie algebras (to appear). 
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